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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

Defining Contemporary Slavery

Because of the varying definition of slavery and human trafficking currently used in the laws of different
countries and international bodies, we recommend the Bellagio–Harvard Guidelines (2012) which use
the definition of slavery found in the 1926 Slavery Convention: 'Slavery is the status or condition of a
person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised.' As legal
ownership rights are no longer asserted by slaveholders, the exercise of 'the powers attaching to the
right of ownership' should be understood as possession: 'control over a person by another such as a
person might control a thing.' Therefore, slavery is 'controlling a person in such a way as to significantly
deprive that person of individual liberty, with the intent of exploitation through the use, management,
purchase, sale, profit, transfer or disposal of that person.' If there is to be coherent enforcement of law
across nation states, a common definition of this crime is advisable. We appreciate the difficulty that redrafting existing laws presents.
2.

Contemporary Slavery Issues Confronting the EU

There are about 30 million slaves in the world today, including an estimated 1.1 million slaves in 37
countries in Europe, with the largest numbers in the Russian Federation, the Ukraine and Poland. In
most European countries more than 90% of human trafficking/slavery is unidentified in official data and
estimates. A large portion of these unidentified victims consists of people trapped forced labour
(enslavement outside the sex industry, in agriculture, factories, mines, domestic service, construction,
hospitality, and numerous other sectors). There exist very few assessments of trafficking for forced
labour and the problem of identifying victims is particularly acute. Within its external policy the EU
already works to support and augment human rights within non-EU countries. Its existing programmes
aimed at reducing discrimination and establishing the rule of law are essential to combating human
trafficking outside (and to) the EU.
3.

The EU Response, including The EU Strategy (2012-2016)

One hindrance to the process of ending slavery is that the EU's agenda does not yet emerge from
reliable data. The National Rapporteurs should initially focus on gathering data and the EU and Member
States should begin using random sample surveys, or possibly multiple systems estimation, in a
systematic way. Another hindrance is the EU's current focus on trafficking rather than slavery. We
recommend that the EU cease referring to trafficking as slavery, recognize trafficking as a method by
which a minority of the world’s slaves are brought into enslavement, and refocus the agenda as one of
ending slavery in Europe and supporting the eradication of slavery in non-EU countries. The
international and cross-border nature of trafficking into slavery, especially for the most developed
countries of the world, means that internal policies must be adjusted and acted upon to have an impact
on the external conditions generating enslavement.
4.

The Role of the United Nations in Ending Slavery

The EU could make the following suggestions to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights (OHCHR): that OHCHR propose to the UN Secretary-General the appointment of a
Special Representative of the Secretary General for Slavery; that OHCHR propose to the Security Council
a contribution of resources to the Special Representative; that the UN Human Rights Council appoint a
committee of experts to review existing slavery conventions and recommend how to unify them; that
OHCHR propose to the Security Council a commission to determine how the existing UN inspection
mandate could be applied to slavery.
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5.

The Role of the Private Sector in Ending Slavery

Attention to supply chains needs to be a key part of the EU’s anti-slavery approach, including its
external policy. We recommend that the EU design a law similar to the California Transparency in
Supply Chains Act of 2010 which EU member states are encouraged to incorporate. An EU Directive on
Transparency in Supply Chains would increase companies’ accountability and encourage them to be
proactive in addressing slavery through compliance systems. The EU could also bring together
businesses and consumers who benefit from a commodity or product to clean up its product-chain.
Acting as an ‘honest broker’ in this way has been proven to be a successful way to bring cooperation
between, and resources from, businesses leading to significant and sustainable reduction of goods and
commodities tainted with slavery in supply chains reaching into Europe. At a higher level the issue of
slavery in the supply chain should be dealt with in the governance of international trade.
6.

Further Recommendations for the EU and EP in Combating Contemporary Slavery

We suggest among other things: national anti-slavery plans for Member States that include
supporting the formation of local taskforces; increased research and information sharing, centralised
by the EU; a law that slave-made goods may not be imported into, exported out of or traded within
the EU; slavery inspectorates within Member States; uniform training guides for law enforcement and
other individuals; a systematic regulation of labour recruitment agencies, especially within non EUcountries that have high immigration levels into the EU; public awareness campaigns that uses nonpaternalistic imagery; the inclusion of anti-slavery support in the external human rights, business, and
women’s empowerment activities of the EU, and the widespread adoption of a slavery lens (a
systematic deployment of existing instruments against slavery).

1

DEFINING CONTEMPORARY SLAVERY

A clear definition of slavery is essential because its variety of forms can obscure its underlying nature.
Both slaveholders and communities that turn a blind eye to slavery have hundreds of ways to conceal
and justify this crime. Religion, 'willing' participation, token 'payments,' the apparent acquiescence in a
'contract,' or any number of rationalizations can be used as part of the societal or community discourse
around the slave / slaveholder relationship. There are families who have been in slavery for generations,
and people who were enslaved last week. There are governments that enslave their own citizens, and
there is slavery that arises in the context of armed conflict. All of these various forms of slavery have an
impact on EU external or internal policies or both.
But the definition of slavery has been controversial since the beginning of the abolition process and the
international community’s inability to clarify a definition has not helped in working towards slavery’s
eradication. No international agreement has been completely effective in reducing slavery, within states
or globally. This stems in part from the evolution of slavery agreements and the inclination on the part
of the authors of conventions to include other practices as part of the definition. What has been missing
is a classification that is dynamic and yet sufficiently universal to identify slavery no matter how it
evolves. If the EU is going to be effective in addressing slavery both externally and internally, it would be
helpful to develop and lead an international consensus on what practices constitute slavery. If slavery is
defined in a way that includes phenomena across the breadth of social injustice or human rights
violations, its meaning becomes diluted, leading to a diffusion of anti-slavery and causing anti-slavery
resources to be spread thinly across many areas, some of which may be less clearly linked to the core
types of human bondage.
We recommend that the EU consider the definition put forward in the Bellagio–Harvard Guidelines on
the Legal Parameters of Slavery, written by the Members of the Research Network on the Legal
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Parameters of Slavery in 2012 (a network of 20 scholars of international law, anti-slavery leaders and
leading scholars of slavery), which use the legal definition of slavery found at Article 1(1) of the 1926
Slavery Convention. The 1926 definition reads: 'Slavery is the status or condition of a person over whom
any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised.' This definition is reproduced
in substance in Article 7(a) of the 1956 UN Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the
Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, as well as in the Article 7(2)(c) of the 1998
Statute of the International Criminal Court and is developed in more detail in the secondary legislation
of the Court, in its Elements of Crimes. As legal ownership rights are no longer asserted by slaveholders,
the Bellagio–Harvard Guidelines state that today, the exercise of 'the powers attaching to the right of
ownership' should be understood as possession: 'control over a person by another such as a person
might control a thing.' Therefore, 'slavery' may be defined as 'controlling a person in such a way as to
significantly deprive that person of individual liberty, with the intent of exploitation through the use,
management, purchase, sale, profit, transfer or disposal of that person.' The exercise of any or all of
these powers attaching to the right of ownership should provide evidence of slavery, insofar as they
demonstrate control over a person tantamount to possession. This definition provides the type of legal
certainty which is fundamental to any prosecution of contemporary slavery1.
It also captures the factual reality of slavery and requires us to look closely at the core characteristics of
an enslaved person’s life, to see that slaves have lost free will, are under violent control, are
economically exploited, and are paid nothing beyond subsistence. Nearly every culture and historical
period has known slavery, and it has been 'packaged' differently at each time and place. A dynamic
change in packaging occurs, for example, when slavery is legally sanctioned, when that sanction is
removed, when different notions of racialization emerge, or when the price of slaves goes up or down.
People may be kidnapped or captured, tricked or born into slavery, and the contextual explanation of
why they end up in a state of violent control may be political, racial, religious, mythological, genderbased, ethnic, or combinations of these. They might be trapped in slavery linked to religious practices or
state-sponsored forced labour. But the true nature of slavery does not exist in its 'packaging,'
justification, or origin point. Across human history, slavery’s core characteristics are the same: people are
controlled through violence, used to make money, and lose their free will. Now as in the past,
enslavement means that a person no longer has control over the following elements of their life for a
period of time: what type of work they do (their livelihood); their work environment and conditions; and
their freedom of movement in the context of this work. Any situation that leads to this lack of freedom
needs to be covered in national and international law.
When considering a situation of extreme exploitation, it is important to ask: 'Can this person walk away?'
A key marker of enslavement is the loss of free will and free movement. It is important to remember that
violent control does not always involve physical violence: any attempt to escape may be rendered
unlikely through threats and psychological coercion (as well as deceit and the confiscation of passports

1

For the full Bellagio–Harvard Guidelines, see Jean Allain (ed.), The Legal Understanding of Slavery: From the Historical to the
Contemporary (Oxford University Press, 2012), 375-380, also available at:
http://www.qub.ac.uk/schools/SchoolofLaw/Research/HumanRightsCentre/Resources/BellagioHarvardGuidelinesontheLegalParametersofSlavery/ (retrieved on 3rd December 2013). The Bellagio–Harvard Guidelines are
similar to the definition put forward in the Joint UN Commentary on the EU Directive of 2011. Taking the 1926 definition ('the
status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the rights of ownership are exercised') the
UN Commentary adds: 'The definition in the Slavery Convention may cause difficulties today, as there could be no rights of
ownership for one person over another. In order to solve this difficulty, an alternative definition would be ‘the status or
condition of a person over whom control is exercised to the extent that the person is treated like property,’ or ‘reducing a
person to a status or condition in which any or all of the powers attaching to the right of property are exercised.’'See Joint
UN Commentary on the EU Directive – A Human Rights-Based Approach (2011), 103. For further discussion of the definition of
slavery, see most recently Jean Allain and Kevin Bales, 'Slavery and Its Definition,' Global Dialogue 14.2 (2012): 1-15.
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or legal documents). Slaves often know that their enslavement is illegal. Force and psychological
coercion have convinced them to accept it. They come to perceive their situation not as a deliberate
action taken to harm them, but as part of the normal, if regrettable, scheme of things.
It is also important to add that slavery is not a matter of time. Slavery need not be permanent or lifelong. That has never been a requirement, even when slavery was legal. The ancient Babylonian law and
the Louisiana Slave Code both allowed for temporary enslavement. For thousands of years people have
been captured, coerced, tricked, sold, kidnapped, drugged, or brutalized into slavery, and have then
managed to make their way out through any number of exits. Some were released when their health
and strength broke down and they were no longer useful. Sometimes escape took decades and
sometimes just weeks, but that did not change the fact that the person had been a slave. The same is
true today.
Globally, today’s slavery is most prevalent in three forms. One form is chattel slavery, where a person
is captured, born, or sold into permanent servitude, and ownership is often asserted. This form is
found most often in Northern and Western Africa, and represents a small proportion of the world’s
slaves. This form of chattel slavery is often overlooked, but supporting its eradication should be a key
thrust of EU external policy, with a suggested special emphasis on those countries that were once
colonial possessions of European states. A second form is debt bondage slavery, or bonded labour,
which is found most often in South Asia. The most common form of modern slavery, this is where a
person pledges him/herself against a loan of money, but the length and nature of the service is not
defined, and their labour does not diminish the original debt. The work of the debtor may ostensibly
be applied to the debt, but through false accounting or extortionate interest, repayment is forever
out of reach. In many cases of debt bondage the slave’s work (and their very life) becomes collateral
for the debt. Since all the labour power of the debtor is the collateral property of the lender until the
debt is repaid, the debtor can never earn enough to repay the debt by their own labour. This form of
debt bondage slavery is also often overlooked, but supporting its eradication should be a key thrust
of EU external policy, with a suggested special emphasis on those countries where this form of
enslavement is common and are now major trading partners of the EU, including India and Pakistan.
A third form is contract slavery. This is the most rapidly growing form and the second largest today.
It hides behind modern labour relations: contracts guarantee employment, but when the worker
arrives, they are enslaved. Contract slavery is most often found in South-East Asia, Brazil, some Arab
States and some parts of the Indian subcontinent, as well as the United States and Europe. It is
through some form of contract slavery that many trafficked persons enter the EU. Supporting its
eradication should be a key thrust of EU external policy, particularly with those states which are the
origin countries for trafficking to the EU, including Albania, Armenia, Brazil, the Cameroon, Egypt,
Moldova, Nigeria, Russia, Sierra Leone, Thailand and the Ukraine.
Finally, it should be made plain that human trafficking is not an overarching term which includes the
concept ‘slavery.’ Trafficking is a process by which slavery can be achieved, a mechanism or conduit that
brings people into enslavement. ‘Trafficking’ is itself defined by slavery, not the reverse, in that when a
person is moved from one place to another and then enslaved, that is termed ‘trafficking’, whereas if the
person is not enslaved it is likely to be termed ‘smuggling’ (a very different situation). A person might be
taken into slavery by many paths, but the means of enslavement - while important for understanding
the particular nature of a case of slavery - does not determine that state; it is simply the means by which
a person arrives under the control of another. It is illogical to name the mechanism of acquisition of a
person as an essential component in defining whether a person is in slavery. The situation of
enslavement - being forced to labour against your will for no pay - should be the determinant of status
rather than the method of recruitment or transportation.
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We appreciate that many countries face a situation in which an international crime is currently defined
in different ways in different jurisdictions. This is, unfortunately, an historical artefact and one that needs
to be resolved if coherent justice is to be achieved. We recommend that the EU take the lead in this
process of clarification and definition. The EU, in Article 83(1) has already established that it may adopt
directives providing for minimum rules regarding the definition of criminal offences, that is, rules
setting out which behavior is considered to constitute a criminal act and which type and level of
sanctions are applicable. Within that Article is the mechanism by which to improve and empower a
unified legal definition of slavery.
The long history of jurisprudence within the EU, indeed the invention of many of the fundamental
concepts of human rights and justice by European states, establishes both a precedent and global role
for the EU in the clarification and promulgation of needed conceptual tools in this emerging area of
human rights law.

2

CONTEMPORARY SLAVERY ISSUES CONFRONTING THE EU

By the definition given in section 1, the most accurate calculation is that there are about 30 million
slaves in the world today2. Put another way, today’s slave population is greater than the population
of Australia and almost seven times greater than the population of Ireland. This is largely an invisible
population. Because slavery is illegal in all countries and banned by international conventions, it has
become a hidden crime. In the past, when slavery was legal in many countries, slaves were counted
and measured, their economic value was recorded, and they were listed in legal documents from
contracts to wills. For that reason, we have partial measures of the numbers, demographics, and value
of slaves for much of human history. Today the story is much different. Only a small fraction of slaves
are reached and freed every year and, until recently, our ignorance of their situation has been vast.
The biggest proportion of the 30 million slaves, perhaps 15 to 20 million, is located in South Asia.
India is the world’s largest democracy, but within its borders there are at least 10 million people
trapped in domestic service, forced marriages, forced prostitution and debt bondage. This slavery
persists because of extreme poverty, caste and ethnic discrimination, police corruption, and low
arrest and prosecution rates for slaveholders. Slavery is also concentrated in Southeast Asia, in
Northern and Western Africa, and in parts of South America. Of the 30 million slaves, most are used in
non-technological, traditional work that feeds into local economies. Around the world, a large
proportion of slaves work in agriculture. Other common kinds of slave labour include brick-making,
mining and quarrying, textile manufacture, domestic service, forest clearing and charcoal-making.
Trafficking is just a small part of this global picture: there are approximately 2.5 million people in the
world who are in slavery after being trafficked. Most slaves are sedentary; they haven’t been moved
from one place to another, though, in the case of Europe, those who are trafficked make up a large
proportion of those enslaved.
The extent of enslavement in Europe, specifically, has been unknown until recently. But a recent
evidence-based study used survey data and extrapolation to calculate the number of enslaved
people in 37 countries in Europe as 1.1 million with the largest numbers in the Russian Federation
(about 500,000), the Ukraine (about 100,000) and Poland (about 130,000), and the smallest numbers
in Ireland (about 300), Luxembourg (66) and Iceland (41). This number of 1.1 million includes
trafficking victims and demonstrates that in most European countries more than 90 % of slavery is
unidentified or unreported in official data and estimates. A table of the estimated actual prevalence

2

Global Slavery Index, 2013, Walk Free Foundation http://www.globalslaveryindex.org/ (retrieved on 3rd December 2013)
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of slavery for each of 37 countries in Europe as well as an estimate of the proportion of slavery cases
that are not known to governments is given in this paper’s appendix. To illustrate the shocking nature
of this high 'dark figure' through a comparison, it is unimaginable that in any European country 90 %
of all homicides would go undetected. If that were to happen it would be a political scandal, deemed
a complete failure of law enforcement and the justice system, and cause for public alarm. Yet that is
the case with slavery, which is a very serious, often deadly, crime that involves related crimes (assault,
kidnapping) that are themselves extremely serious3.
As in the rest of the world, a large portion of this 'dark figure' consists of people not trapped in sexual
exploitation, but rather forced labour (enslavement outside the sex industry, in agriculture, factories,
mines, domestic service, construction, hospitality, and numerous other sectors)4. There exist very few
assessments of trafficking for forced labour in EU or non-EU countries and the problem of identifying
these victims is particularly acute. Those trafficked into forced labour are sometimes unlikely to
identify themselves as 'victims' of trafficking and slavery. There is often no incentive for them to come
forward for, if they do not have the correct papers, they may be treated as illegal migrants and face
swift deportation. This very vacuum of information is sometimes interpreted as a sign that forced
labour trafficking is not a serious problem, and so events and strategies at national and international
levels, as well as media reports, tend to focus on trafficking for sexual exploitation5. The Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) has begun to shift this focus recently by holding
conferences that focus solely on trafficking for forced labour. But one major challenge facing the EU is
to continue shifting the focus of its external and internal policy to encompass slavery in all its forms,
including trafficking for labour exploitation both within its borders and externally. Although some
countries have policies addressing forced labour, other countries apparently do not consider it an
issue. There is lack of dialogue about the specific needs for victims of forced labour. Support services
for victims of labour trafficking are less available than for victims of sex trafficking. And in terms of
enforcement, there is still a focus on the immigration status of the migrant rather than the criminal
nature of the forced labour in which they have been exploited. It should be made clear that the
provisions in the new directive apply to all slaves, not only those trafficked for sexual exploitation,
and the EU should commission new research and design initiatives aimed at forced labour internally
and externally.
There are numerous factors that support the external and internal trafficking of people into and
within Europe and their enslavement within and beyond Europe. Within the origin countries are
unique mixtures of forces that push people toward taking the chance of migration that can become a
situation of trafficking and enslavement. Governmental corruption in origin countries is a powerful
predictor of migration that becomes human trafficking, as are on-going conflict, high levels of
discrimination (a key EU external target issue), the subordination of women (also a key EU external
target issue), and a lack of human rights policies. The 2013 Global Slavery Index provides a
breakdown of specific risk factors for origin countries that the EU might consult when it considers
specific external policy actions.

3

See Monti Datta & Kevin Bales 'Slavery in Europe: Part 1, Estimating the Dark Figure,' Human Rights Quarterly 35.3 (2013).
See also the European Commission’s Trafficking in Human Beings Report (2013), which notes that an estimated 880,000
people are in forced labour in the EU (18), citing the ILO Global Estimate of Forced Labour (2012).
5
Emphasizing the large-scale of enslavement into forced labour is in no way intended to diminish the scale and severity of
enslavement into sexual exploitation, a wide-spread and devastating crime supported by attitudes that denigrate and
devalue women. Two other facts must be pointed out. Firstly, that many enslaved people, and especially enslaved women
and girls, are regularly and commonly sexually assaulted. The violent sexual abuse of slavery is not limited to those enslaved
into sexual exploitation. Secondly, the enslaved are often moved from one type of exploitation to another, and there should
be no assumption that any enslaved person is the victim of a single form of exploitation.
4
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Where migrant workers are trafficked into and enslaved within the EU, one key factor is the restrictive
nature and complexity of the labour and immigration regulations in destination countries. Restrictive
migration regulations force more people to look for alternative ways to carry out their migration,
using the services of agents or intermediaries (who sometimes are involved in the trafficking chain)
for arrangements, assistance with documents and finding work. These arrangements leave migrants
vulnerable to exploitation due to their dependency and, often, high debts. The complexity of
regulation in many countries explains why it is not uncommon for migrants who would be permitted
to reside and work legally to be exploited on the basis of their belief that they are not meeting
immigration requirements. Under those circumstances they can be threatened with exposure to the
authorities. Another set of factors affecting the exploitation of migrant workers are those of isolation,
lack of knowledge of rights and multiple dependency. In general, migrant workers often lack
knowledge of their rights. They feel responsible for making the wrong choice and are not aware of
the options they have under national and international law. Moreover, migrant workers are often
selected by dishonest employment agents for their lack of knowledge of the local language and are
discouraged from learning it. A special concern is exploitation for domestic work in the private sphere
that makes intervention and discovery from outside even more difficult. However, in other industries,
for example forestry in the Czech Republic, employers hide migrant workers away in remote locations
to prevent contact with the local population. In a large number of cases another important factor
involves threats of violence made to the migrant worker or family members. These threats are
underlined partly by myths planted by exploitative employers and partly by the knowledge of what
happened to fellow workers. In addition to debt bonds and violence, additional strategies used by
exploitative agents/employers are to withhold documentation and pay or to create multiple
dependencies, for example by providing accommodation at extortionate rates. In many cases there is
a combination of coercions present. The fourth major factor is more structural: the increasing demand
for cheap labour in many of the industries and service sectors in the EU. Even in cases where
employers pay the legal minimum wage, the increasingly widespread practice of sub-contracting
creates opportunities for agents to withhold the earnings of migrant workers. Combined with the
urgent need in many countries outside the EU to search for a better life, this provides the
circumstances in which people take risks in their migration strategies.
The influence of all of these factors are increased or diminished by the strength of the rule of law. The
poor and migrants are much less likely to be enslaved when the rule of law is efficient and fairly
applied. The strongest predictor of slavery both within European countries and externally is the level
of corruption.

3

THE EU RESPONSE, INCLUDING THE EU STRATEGY TOWARDS THE
ERADICATION OF TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS (2012-2016)

The Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on preventing and combating trafficking in
human beings, and protecting victims - hereafter referred to as The Directive - and The EU Strategy
Towards the Eradication of Trafficking in Human Beings (2012-2016) - hereafter referred to as The EU
Strategy - as well as the 'Action Oriented Paper on strengthening the EU external dimension on action
against trafficking in human beings' (2009) address many vital issues and formulate many useful
solutions. The Directive is a much stronger legal tool than the Council Framework Decision of 2002
that it replaces. It provides victims with stronger protection, establishes the minimum of maximum
penalties, helps in the sanctioning of offenders, and emphasizes the non-prosecution of victims. As
well, the requirement that Member States establish National Rapporteurs or equivalent mechanisms,
and the provision for an EU Anti-Trafficking Coordinator (ATC), will strengthen the EU’s ability to
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coordinate anti-trafficking work. Currently existing institutions with mandates for anti-slavery work
include the Home Affairs portfolio in the European Commission (EC), the data-collection and
awareness-raising element of the Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA), and the criminal justice
elements of Eurojust, the European Police College (CEPOL) and the European Police Office (Europol).
Most important to future progress on ending slavery is the EU ATC.
Overall the EU has constructed a superlative legal structure to address human trafficking and slavery
(notwithstanding the definitional issue raised in section 1). Article 83 of Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union refers to trafficking when describing common EU rules for criminal sanctions,
and Article 5 of the EU Fundamental Rights Charter includes a prohibition of slavery and forced
labour. Before anti-trafficking laws were passed in most countries, the EU enacted the 2002
Framework Decision that set out an initial strategy to work against human trafficking. The
promulgation of the Commission Communication on 'Fighting trafficking in human being - an
integrated approach and proposals for an action plan' (October 2005) and the subsequent 'EU Action
Plan on best practices, standards and procedures for combating and preventing trafficking in human
beings' (December 2005) provided a firm basis on which to build further policy. This action plan was
designed to reflect clearly the Hague Program on Strengthening the Freedom, Security and Justice in
the EU. An evaluation procedure for the Action Plan was then adopted in 2008. The streamlining
brought about by the Stockholm Program is also a strong foundational addition to anti-trafficking
policy given that slavery in Europe is primarily accomplished through cross-border trafficking. 'The
Global Approach to Migration and Mobility' (2011) then made human trafficking a visible dimension
of the pillar on irregular migration.
In EU external policy a series of documents have made clear the special situation of women and
children and have focused on the various contexts and forms of enslavement. 'The EU Guidelines on
the Rights of the Child' (2007) identify child trafficking among areas for EC intervention. The
Commission Communication 'A Special Place for Children in the EU’s External Action' (2008) pointed
to concrete preventive and assistance measures to protect children and to ensure their rehabilitation,
recovery and long-term social inclusion. The 'Conclusions on Children in Development and
Humanitarian Assistance' (2008) underlined how, in times of crisis, there is an increased risk of
children becoming the victims of trafficking. The 'EU Guidelines on Women' (2008) focused primarily
on trafficking for the purposes of forced prostitution and located it amongst forms of violence against
women. The second report on the implementation of the Action Oriented Paper on strengthening
the EU external dimension has identified 10 priority countries with which the EU should develop
more concrete partnerships. Altogether these strategic directives, programs, communications,
guidelines, and legislation create a sound basis for anti-slavery policy.
The power of such instruments is clearly seen in the EU’s work with countries outside Europe. A € 6.3
million project in South Africa has increased the government’s capacity to deal with trafficking and
enhanced coordination and cooperation. Other projects have provided direct support for trafficking
victims from Malaysia, and those returned from Europe to Thailand and the Philippines. The
cooperation projects that have concentrated on the high levels of trafficking between Brazil and
Portugal and between Nigeria and Italy are well placed to achieve effective intervention. However, it
is worth adding that in most countries now seen as a priority for intervention, it is not governments
but NGOs that are carrying out the majority of interventions and programs for the interception,
release, rehabilitation and reintegration of child victims of trafficking and slavery. Many of these NGOs
are indigenous and have been found to be cost effective by outside evaluators, and these are the
organisations most likely to be supported by EU member-states through development agencies.
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Given that monitoring has suggested grass-roots NGOs are effective at addressing the stated goals of
the Action Oriented Paper, the EU might consider direct funding to them.
The EU’s anti-slavery provisions, and their adoption and inclusion in country strategies, stabilization
and association agreements, international coordination projects, and action plans, reached a
culmination with the appointment of the ATC at the end of 2010. It is a well-understood rule of
management that a policy fares best with a champion, a person who has focused responsibility for
implementation. Having an ATC and the guidance of the five key priorities of The EU Strategy sets the
stage for significant progress and the new EU Civil Society Platform will be very important, but serious
obstacles remain. Put simply, the EU has done almost everything it might do in order to create a
functioning, coherent, comprehensive, and action-orientated plan for the eradication of trafficking
into and within Europe, but plans and policies are not enough. This is especially the case with
centralised plans that require uptake within a broad community of nations. At the most basic level,
success of these admirable policies is dependent on resources and political will and cooperation.
These are two key missing ingredients in EU anti-trafficking work, meaning there is a fundamental
disconnect between the EU’s stated intentions and the resources and political will brought to
achieving those intentions. We believe this is not because politicians and states are over-stretched or
desire to avoid or quietly dismiss the aim of eradicating slavery and human trafficking. Rather, a
misunderstanding on the part of many key actors leads them to approach a major problem with a
minor set of resources and parallel actions. The misunderstanding is reasonable in several ways:
because the data available on human trafficking and slavery are inadequate to the task of making
clear decisions about internal or external anti-slavery policy; because there is no significant
constituency pressing for the eradication of slavery and trafficking, in part due to a lack of
understanding about how slavery and trafficking have an impact on the economy, migration
outcomes and crime levels; and because, in the absence of an interested constituency, the focus of
policy makers is pulled away from the goal of eradication by other demands and issues.
A new conceptual approach in both internal and external policy that might better lead the EU toward
its goal of eradication would be the adoption of an epidemiological vocabulary. In the statistical
analysis presented in this document we estimate that there are about 1.1 million enslaved people in
the EU. Compare that figure to the estimate by AVERT6, the international HIV and AIDS charity, that
there were 840,000 people living with HIV in Western and Central Europe in 2010. Together the
private philanthropic charities and the European Union devote around €300 million per year to
HIV/AIDS. While the HIV virus is not eradicated, many people living with HIV now have reasonable life
expectancy and the identification of those with HIV is a normal part of health screening. We do not
suggest that there should be competition between resources assigned for HIV/AIDS and those for
slavery. The aim of this comparison is to point to the similarities in their impact upon nations internal
and external to the EU. Both HIV/AIDS and slavery can withdraw people from meaningful
participation within the economy, can disrupt family life and education plans, are linked to migration
issues and issues of discrimination and ethnicity, create stigma, are spread widely throughout
populations, can make large demands on national health care, and social service infrastructures, and
are linked to demands on law enforcement. In commercial sexual exploitation, the two crises
exacerbate each other. Yet both can be eradicated, though the possibility of eradicating HIV in the
next 25 years is much lower than the very strong possibility of eradicating slavery and trafficking,
given sufficient resources and will. There are obviously key differences, but one of the most distinct is
the significant, long-term focus and funding devoted to combatting HIV/AIDS, and the low levels of
focus and funding devoted to combatting slavery.
6
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These facts lead back to the provisions and priorities of The EU Strategy. All of the specific
recommendations of this strategy require some investment of resources and political will. Sufficiently
resourced, all will pay dividends in diminishing the suffering and injustices attendant on trafficking
and slavery, increasing economic growth, reducing the criminal economy, lessening the burden on
state services and infrastructure, and hastening the ultimate goal of eradication. But none of these
outcomes will be possible without a clear decision to devote resources commensurate with the
severity of the problem. The EU can certainly help eradicate slavery in Europe and in the rest of the
world. Those countries that can do so first, such as those in Europe with low levels of corruption and
reliable law enforcement, should do so in order to demonstrate that this is an obtainable goal.
However, one hindrance to this on-going eradication process is that the agenda of The Directive and
The EU Strategy does not yet emerge from reliable data. The information available is deficient in two
important ways. First, the data are not capable of determining the actual extent of the crime. As a
mixture of reported cases, arrest records, conviction records, and some records generated by
organizations giving support to victim/survivors, the data are haphazard and not comprehensive.
Second the data are not collected and disseminated according to accepted scientific practice. This is
especially important because of the seriousness of this crime and the suffering it causes. If we think of
this data as epidemiological information - what we need to know to address an epidemic of slavery
and trafficking crime - then the information gathered and shared needs to follow the same rules of
transparency, peer review, and open dissemination that we currently expect for data addressing a
serious threat to public health.
By not currently offering proper data, the EU damages the credibility of its internal and external antitrafficking efforts, especially in the breakdown of trafficking cases into those linked to enslavement
into sexual exploitation and those linked to other forms of work. Through a reliance on secondary
source data, The EU Strategy ultimately engages in statistical cherry-picking7. This confuses and
misleads the public, and may lead the EU and non-EU countries to focus on enslavement in sexual
exploitation to a degree not merited by the actual size of the problem and at the cost of the many
millions more victims of labour slavery (68 % of global slaves, according to the International Labour
Organization [ILO], though this estimate, as well, is not derived from representative data). Similarly, by
looking mainly at cross-border trafficking, which is strongly associated with forced sexual
exploitation, rather than slavery within countries and communities (internal and external), the EU
might end up ignoring a significant proportion of the world’s slaves. By recent ILO numbers, only
29 % of slaves crossed borders8. Another 15 % were moved within their own countries and 56 % were

7

For example, the second paragraph of The EU Strategy mentions 20.9 million victims of forced labour (an ILO statistic) and
the fourth paragraph adds that 79% of human trafficking victims were subject to sexual exploitation (a UNODC statistic). A
footnote points out that human trafficking can be regarded as forced labour, so the implication is that 79% of the 20.9
million forced labourers are caught in forced sexual exploitation, whereas in fact the UNODC statistic is referring to 79% of
the 2,450,000 people who it categorises as victims of human trafficking (i.e., around 12% of the world’s slaves as counted by
the ILO). As the ILO report (from which The EU Strategy quotes) makes clear, only 22% of the 20.9 million slaves are victims of
forced sexual exploitation, and 68% are victims of forced labour exploitation (while the remaining 10% are in state-imposed
enslavement). In other words, the ratio of sexual versus labour exploitation is nearly the inverse of what The EU Strategy
implies. Continuing its chosen emphasis on sexual exploitation, the EU Strategy then ignores an important statistic from the
same ILO report it has just quoted: the 1.5 million forced labourers that the ILO says are in the Developed Economies and
European Union (not including the 1.6 million in the neighbouring non-EU countries of Central, Southeast and Eastern
Europe). See UNODC, The Globalization of Crime: A Transnational Organized Crime Threat Assessment (2010), 39 (citing ILO, A
Global Alliance Against Forced Labour [2005]); ILO, Global Estimate of Forced Labour (2012), 13-14, 16. The ratio of trafficking
for sexual exploitation to trafficking for labour exploitation is even smaller in the more recent UNODC report (the Global
Report on Trafficking in Persons of 2012), which puts trafficking for sexual exploitation at 58%, trafficking for forced labour at
36%.
8
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not moved at all. By not grappling with data in a scientific and systematic way, the EU’s internal and
external policy threatens to overlook all those people who are enslaved without being trafficked.
The National Rapporteurs should initially focus on gathering data and we recommend that the EU
and Member States begin using random sample surveys in a systematic way, for example adding
questions about slavery and trafficking to existing crime or health surveys. This technique has made
possible the very first reliable estimates of the actual prevalence of slavery in Belarus, Bulgaria,
Moldova, Romania, and Ukraine9. There is no reason why a similar methodology could not be used in
other countries. In addition, the new Global Slavery Index10 addresses many of these data problems
by examining slavery’s prevalence by country, both within the EU and externally. The first edition of
the Index was published in October 2013, after multiple rounds of peer review by academic experts.
The data collected for the Global Slavery Index is available in its raw form for re-analysis and
investigation by experts within the EU.
This problem of data is closely related to what we consider the second major issue with the Directive
and The EU Strategy, which is its focus on trafficking rather than slavery. Here the EU is not alone: in
Canada, Australia and the US, policies, funding and attention have focused more on trafficking rather
than slavery since the beginning of the anti-trafficking and anti-slavery movement in the 1990s. In
part this is because of the historical charge that the word 'slavery' brings. Especially in the countries
that were part of the Atlantic slave trade, including Britain, Portugal, France, Spain, the Netherlands
and the US, the idea that slavery still exists is a politically controversial and potentially painful fact to
acknowledge. Even the UN's first special rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery recently
observed that she is often asked not to use the word: 'I have been asked time and again by
government officials, businesspeople and NGOs not to use the word ‘slavery’ at all. I have been asked
to change the name of my mandate and not speak out about what I have seen. They have asked me
to use other words instead - ones that don't carry the same meanings or implications'11. One of these
alternative words is 'trafficking,' which carries less historical weight and is more sanitised. But over
time, countries have begun to use the word 'slavery' more. For example, in the UK the recent report It
Happens Here (2013) carried the subtitle Equipping the United Kingdom to Fight Modern Slavery and
offered more than 80 recommendations focused on ending slavery in the UK rather than trafficking. In
the US, from 2002 to 2008, the annual Trafficking in Persons (TiP) Report talked about trafficking and
used the phrase 'slave-like conditions,' referring only rarely to 'slavery', but from 2009 onward,
beginning with the first report of the Obama administration, the TiP Report has frequently referred to
slavery. As President Obama put it in September 2012, the situation of people who are forced to work
for no pay against their will 'must be called by its true name - modern slavery'12. And as Ambassador
CdeBaca added recently13, speaking as Director of the US State Department’s Office to Monitor and
Combat Trafficking in Persons: 'if somebody came to you and said there’d been a rash of bank
robberies, and you had a choice between making it illegal to rob banks or illegal to drive to the bank
in order to rob it, which would you choose?' We recommend that the EU cease referring to trafficking
as slavery, recognise trafficking as a method by which a minority of the world’s slaves are brought
into enslavement, and refocus its internal and external policy as one of ending slavery14. In external
9
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policy, this means that slavery rather than just trafficking should be systematically included in
relevant EU agreements and strategic partnerships with non-EU countries. The efforts to end slavery
should use the mandate of the EU to create an enlarged consciousness of rights and lead the way in
ending slavery worldwide over the coming generations. Rather than focusing on how some people
are enslaved, the EU should focus on slavery itself. Rather than expanding the definition of trafficking
to include non-trafficked slaves, the EU should work against slavery, which already includes trafficked
slaves. Slavery includes those trapped in forced prostitution and those trapped in factories and
quarries; those trafficked and those in sedentary forms of slavery. This different focus would then
entail a less selective use of statistics: for example, the Trafficking in Human Beings Report (2013) by
the EC observes that worldwide, trafficking for sexual exploitation is more frequent than trafficking
for forced labour but ignores the fact that worldwide, enslavement for sexual exploitation is far less
frequent than enslavement for labour exploitation15.
This process of changing focus should begin with documents, titles, committee names, and websites,
and end with internal and external policies, initiatives and impact. For example, in terms of language:




There is a UN International Day for the Abolition of Slavery, a UK Anti-Slavery Day, and a US
National Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month, but only an EU Anti-Trafficking Day.
Could the EU acknowledge slavery with an EU Anti-Slavery Day in the same way as the UN, the UK
and US?
Could the OSCE cooperative platform called the Alliance Against Trafficking in Persons be the
Alliance Against Slavery and Trafficking in Persons?

In terms of research and reports:









Could the EU Group of Experts include anti-slavery experts, not only anti-trafficking experts?
Could the Eurojust Strategic Project and Action Plan against Trafficking in Human Beings include the
aim of enhancing information exchange to get a better intelligence picture of slavery, not only
trafficking, as well as coordination mechanisms for training around trafficking and slavery cases?
Could the EC’s next statistical report be on slavery rather than trafficking in human beings, and
could the EU-wide system for the collection and publication of data broken down according to
age and gender that the EC and Member States will develop include data on slavery?
Could the project that the EC plans to fund in 2014 that will develop guidelines to better identify
victims of trafficking in human beings in fact develop guidelines to identify those who are
enslaved?
Could the analysis that the EC will perform of prevention initiatives already in place to target
trafficking also analyse initiatives that target slavery?

In terms of policies:





Could the tool that FRA will develop in 2014 to assist Member States in addressing fundamental
rights issues specifically related to anti-trafficking policy be about trafficking and slavery?
Could you adopt EU-wide minimum rules concerning the definition of criminal offences in the
area of slavery, not only trafficking?
Could Member States be asked to each appoint an independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner and
could their new national legislation be a Modern Slavery Act rather than a trafficking act?
Could the EU ask Member States to establish law-enforcement units on slavery and trafficking?

which prohibits forced labour, slavery and servitude as human rights violations. Slavery is also prohibited jus cogens.
Consequently, State Parties are required to criminalize these practices and provide adequate remedies to its victims' (32-33,
34).
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Even the opening sentence of The EU Strategy could be revised: 'Trafficking in human beings is the
slavery of our times.' In fact, slavery is the slavery of our times. The EU Strategy uses the word trafficking
194 times and slavery only once (in that opening sentence). This was a missed opportunity to write
ground-breaking anti-slavery legislation that named and addressed the problem of contemporary
slavery.
Aside from providing a more comprehensive, necessary, logical and urgent focus, a shift toward
slavery (which includes trafficking) would enable the EU to grapple in a more serious way with forced
labour as part of its external policy, because many victims of forced labour around the world are in
sedentary forms of slavery (so the question of how to address the means of arrival in a destination
country is often less relevant than for sex trafficking victims). As well, by thinking in terms of slavery,
the EU would be able to better incorporate slavery into ethical business standards and address the
question of slave-made goods in its external policy (see our further recommendations on this in
sections 5 and 6). And the shift would also enable the EU in its internal and external policy to better
address nations that fail to implement legislation and strategy (for they will be nations that turn a
blind eye to slavery - human bondage - rather than to trafficking - a less politically dangerous word).
Finally, a new focus on slavery would enable the EU to better galvanize public opinion in both EU and
non-EU countries. As a recent document by the European Economic and Social Committee put it,
'there is a vast collective tolerance and silence around human trafficking. Most people close their
eyes, do not wish to see'16. The solution to this averted gaze is to call slavery slavery. The public has
little idea of what trafficking really means, and innumerable TV shows, films, and sensationalized
media reports have diluted the word, to the point where many members of the public believe 'sex
trafficking' is any form of prostitution. Without clear language, there will be mixed results in raising
public awareness. The EU needs to use clear terminology to name the problem, raise public
awareness and formulate a coherent anti-slavery strategy. Europe, as a unified community of nations,
can provide global leadership in bringing coherence to the understanding and definition of this issue,
an external policy that may be less dramatic than direct intervention, but has profound power to
improve and multiply anti-slavery goals.

4

THE ROLE OF THE UNITED NATIONS IN ENDING SLAVERY

In some ways the United Nations (UN) has been an anti-slavery leader for decades. The first global
treaty on slavery was a product of the League of Nations in 1926, and when the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights was agreed in 1948, slavery was declared illegal in all forms everywhere. Today the
UN’s anti-slavery mechanisms are the Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Slavery,
appointed for the first time in 2008 and housed within the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), which also administers the Voluntary Trust Fund on
Contemporary Forms of Slavery (providing funds to projects that assist victims of contemporary
slavery); the United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT), which develops
anti-trafficking tools and partnerships and was launched in 2007 by the ILO, OHCHR, the United
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), the
International Organization for Migration (IOM), and OSCE; and UNODC, which focuses on the criminal
justice element of human trafficking. However, the UN rarely has the resources needed to take
meaningful action. This is discouraging because the UN is one of the best possible organizations to
fight slavery. Many of its agencies, like the World Health Organization (WHO) or the World Food
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Program (WFP), work in places where they are likely to come into contact with slaves, and to offer the
help that liberated slaves need to build new lives.
To help move the UN’s work forward, the EU could make and support the following suggestions to
OHCHR that would, in turn, bolster external action on slavery and trafficking:17


That the OHCHR propose to the Secretary-General of the United Nations (UNSG) the appointment
of a Special Representative of the Secretary General for Slavery. Replacing the current role of
the Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Slavery and with more power to investigate
and negotiate on behalf of the UN. The work of the UN against slavery is currently piecemeal and
uncoordinated; a Representative could recommend how to bring together the disparate parts of
the UN’s anti-slavery and anti-trafficking effort. A report of a Special Representative for Slavery
could set out a plan for a much more robust and coordinated response by the UN. The Special
Representative should be charged with preparing a meeting of the Security Council
concentrating on contemporary slavery. In recent times, the Security Council has only addressed
slavery once, and then in a very restricted way (in 2005, it passed Resolution 1612 on 'Children
and Armed Conflict').



That OHCHR should propose to the Members of the Security Council a contribution of funds
and resources to the Special Representative to ensure that she or he can really attack slavery
worldwide. The Special Action Programme to Combat Forced Labour (ILO) is one of the most
effective parts of the UN, yet runs on a tiny budget. It is a clear indication of how high slavery
ranks in the priorities of the UN that the program spends less than .0008% of the UN’s total
budget.



That the UN Human Rights Council appoints a committee of experts to review the existing
conventions on slavery and recommend how to unify and clarify them. Offering different
definitions of the same crime, and calling slavery by different names, the existing conventions
and resolutions, dating back to 1926, create a lot of confusion. Many of these confused definitions
date back to compromises made to protect colonial interests that no longer exist, or to give work
to agencies that have long since disappeared. Such a committee would also offer
recommendations for how coordinate and improve the UN's programmatic response to slavery.
Sometimes the improved response will build on existing mechanisms.



That OHCHR propose to the Security Council the establishment of a commission to determine
how the existing UN inspection mandate could be applied to slavery. Most countries in the
world have ratified the various UN anti-slavery conventions, and independent, objective
inspectors could be deployed to countries to identify and help correct any loopholes in the
enforcement of their own laws and their international commitments. If they want to show true
leadership, the five permanent members of the Council will ask that their countries be inspected
first. If the inspectorate is the core of the UN’s work against slavery, many of its other agencies can
be harnessed to the task.

The coordination of the different parts of the UN to address slavery shouldn’t be restricted just to
those agencies that currently work on the issue. Many of the forces and factors that push people into
slavery are the focus of UN activity. The WFP already knows how to get food to the people who need
it; only two steps are needed to let it become an anti-slavery machine as well. The first step is to build
an awareness of slavery into its planning, the second is to see that it has the resources to assemble a
special unit that searches out and attacks slavery through food aid, enabling slaves, especially
17
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sedentary chattel slaves, the food security they need to make the break for freedom. Given the scale
of food and agricultural policies and activities of the EU, exactly such a program of food aid aimed at
supporting liberation and the subsequent autonomy of freed slaves would be an excellent direction
for external engagement.
Operating alongside the WFP is the WHO, which could re-focus its strategies through a slavery lens.
Health workers, because they come into contact with whole populations, are likely to encounter
slaves. If they are trained to recognize them, liberations can be hastened. Freed slaves can be given
long-needed medical care and improve their chance of autonomous and productive lives. This is not
to call for any alteration in the basic work of the WHO, only to ask that sensitivity to slavery be added
in the same way that, in the past, an increased sensitivity to gender became part of UN policies with
great benefits. Once again, given the scale of externally focused health and medical policies and
activities of the EU, exactly such a health program aimed at supporting liberation and the subsequent
well-being and autonomy of freed slaves would be an excellent direction for external engagement.
In addition to WFO and WHO, the UN Peacekeepers could play an anti-slavery role. Slavery is enforced
through violence, and when the slaveholder’s power and profit are threatened then violence is sure
to follow. UN peacekeeping troops, with diplomatic agreement, could easily be deployed to free and
protect slaves. Trained in the process of liberation, knowledgeable about the right moments to
intervene, prepared to offer food, shelter, and medical support in addition to security, such a force
would be invaluable to achieving large-scale liberation, especially in those areas of on-going conflict
where slavery often emerges as the rule of law breaks down. Once again, the superlative if limited
activities of the EU Peacekeeping contingent might benefit from anti-slavery training. It is likely that
EU Peacekeepers have been and are deployed in conflict areas where trafficking and slavery flourish.
Training and development of sensitivity to trafficking for the EU Peacekeepers is another potentially
powerful direction for external engagement.
Additionally, human rights groups - including Anti-Slavery International (ASI) - should be included in
the decision making of the ILO. The UN and the ILO rely on NGOs to help them assemble their policies
and write their conventions. What they will not do is let them sit at the table. The 'tri-partite' system at
the ILO of employer organisations, trade unions, and governments, a radical and forward-thinking
strategy at the time of the organization’s formation in 1919, today excludes groups that represent
much larger constituencies, such as human rights organisations. At the same time, this three-way
ruling group is often dependent on the NGOs for innovation and follow-through. A specific and
important externally-focussed activity for the EU would be to draw indigenous anti-trafficking and
anti-slavery NGOs into the decision-making process around developing policies to fight slavery in
countries outside the EU.
Finally, the EU ATC might want to explore developing a stronger external presence through specific
collaboration with various UN agencies and projects. For example, could collaboration with the UN's
Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD) add a new thematic area of slavery and
trafficking to the existing list of 11 thematic areas of Migration & Development Practices18 in the
Platform for Partnerships? Could collaboration with the UN Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC) establish
a new programme area about labour (including slavery) to join UNACO's existing four programme
areas19 (of youth, media, education, and migration)? These collaborations would be in addition to
other important external partnerships. For example, the EU might want to collaborate with the IOM
on its capacity-building projects for governmental and non-governmental actors within the European
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Economic Area. As well, the IOM states that its assisted voluntary return and reintegration (AVRR)
programmes are generally only accessible to trafficking victims who are EU citizens due to the rules
and regulations of the European Return Fund20. The EC might want to discuss with the IOM how to
best revise these rules and regulations.

5

THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN ENDING SLAVERY

The EU Strategy notes the importance of a focus on 'business and supply chains' and plans to establish
a Private Sector Platform and a European Business Coalition but does not elaborate much further.
Attention to supply chains needs to be a key part of the EU’s external policy. All over the world
slaves are forced to work and supply us with the things we buy. Raw materials and commodities like
cotton, sugar, iron, gold, diamonds, coffee, timber, fish, cocoa, as well as goods like clothing, shoes,
toys and bricks, come from slave labour. These commodities and goods flow into the global product
chain and arrive in European homes. Western boycotts of certain products can make things worse by
hurting the majority of producers who don’t use slaves, even pushing families into the destitution
that makes them vulnerable to enslavement.
Behind the questions of how goods made by slaves flow into European markets and homes are
questions that must be addressed in order to establish an effective external policy on international
supply chains. These questions fall into two inter-related areas. The first question concerns the
continuum that ranges from guilt through culpability to responsibility for slavery in supply chains.
The second question concerns how to legislate given the reality of multi-directional and multicountry international supply chains operating within a context in which the enforcement of laws is
primarily limited by national borders, and an ethos of non-intervention into international trade
shapes policy.
The first concern is one that requires special attention and ultimately policy development. Whether a
product entering European markets is food-stuffs, minerals, building materials, or manufactured
goods, if it is touched by slavery then that slavery is most likely to have occurred at the very
beginning of the product supply chain. Most slave-made goods are simple and derivative products,
and come from the hands of slaves at the point of origin - the mine, the farm, the lake or ocean. At
this point there is clear guilt of the crime of slavery as perpetrated by the slaveholder. As the product
or commodity moves to the next steps along the product chain there continues to be legal guilt of
the crime of enslavement, though the shippers, the processors, the middle-men and brokers, are
willing and knowing accomplices to the crime, they aid and abet in the commission of the crime, but
are not the actual enslavers. At the third step along the supply chain are normally still more
businesspersons who are aware or easily could be aware that the goods they are handing have come
from the hands of slaves. These persons are sometimes referred to in the law as accessories after the
fact. In these cases the perpetrators are guilty of both national and international law, they are in
violation of jus cogens provisions making them liable not just to prosecution by states but by
international courts as well. The important policy point is to recognize where the criminal guilt occurs
and act appropriately.
It is often at the fourth link in the product chain that guilt ends and culpability begins. Brokers,
dealers, wholesalers, shippers, processors, and traders are near enough to the point of origin, even
when a slave-made good has come from another country, to reasonably suspect or know of its origin
in slavery. It is often from the fourth step in the supply chain that the process of concealment begins
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in earnest. Slave-made commodities are knowingly blended with those from legitimate sources.
Wilful ignorance means that records are kept only in general and innocuous ways in order to conceal
the origin of goods. From this point it becomes difficult to precisely trace slave-made goods as they
continue to flow up the chain. It is also at this point that this first concern over guilt, culpability, and
responsibility intersects with the second concern over legislation and policy. While the
businesspersons at this stage are culpable of shoddy or purposive practices that conceal the origins
of slave-made goods, they are rarely in violation of any state or international law. The ethos of nonintervention in international trade means that they are able to operate freely, passing goods and
commodities further along the supply chains.
With every step of extended custody and physical distance, knowledge of origin and culpability fades.
The processors, traders, importers, and now manufacturers and commercial wholesalers are simply
buying products from suppliers who are not based in areas with known slave production, and are
often from within their own country. At this point, businesses are trading who have only the
responsibility to enquire and investigate their product chain, but are not legally required to do so.
That level of supply chain responsibility extends to the ultimate link - the consumers. Contrary to the
arguments made by some NGOs, there is no moral watershed that separates the consumer from the
dealer, somehow absolving the consumer but assigning guilt to the business for the exploitation of
slave-made goods.
These levels of responsibility are recognized and explained in detail in the 'UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights.' These Principles are an excellent and detailed starting point in the
development of policies at the interface of business and government. As they note, 'business
enterprises should carry out human rights due diligence,' and, unlike nearly all other guidelines on
corporate responsibility, the UN Guidelines explain that 'complicity may arise when a business
enterprise contributes to, or is seen as contributing to, adverse human rights impacts caused by other
parties.' The Guidelines even point to the fact that 'most national jurisdictions prohibit complicity in
the commission of a crime, and a number allow for criminal liability of business enterprises in such
cases. Typically, civil actions can also be based on an enterprise’s alleged contribution to a harm,
although these may not be framed in human rights terms. The weight of international criminal law
jurisprudence indicates that the relevant standard for aiding and abetting is knowingly providing
practical assistance or encouragement that has a substantial effect on the commission of a crime'21.
The difficulty in this context is that these Guidelines, and most of the regulations and laws within
Europe, have no power to direct or require actions of companies with regard to slavery in their supply
chains. It is the role of the UN to explain in such Guidelines what businesses and consumers should
do, but it requires legislation at state or EU level to determine what they must do. In that regard there
are entry points that do not radically have an impact on international trade or the conduct of
business, but begin a process of supply chain tracing and disentanglement.
Businesses can help stop slavery by taking responsibility and cleaning up their product chains. We
recommend that the EU design a law similar to the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act
of 2010, a version of which is currently before the UK Parliament as the Transparency in UK Company
Supply Chains (Eradication of Slavery) Bill, requiring all companies trading over a certain size to
publish information about the efforts they are making to ensure modern slavery is not in their supply
chains. An EU Directive on Transparency in Supply Chains, aimed at companies operating in the EU
with annual gross receipts exceeding €100 million, would increase companies’ accountability and
encourage them to be proactive in addressing slavery through compliance systems. Companies
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would be required to disclose this information in their annual reports and on their websites. The EU
could highlight (at its website22 and in an annual report) the good work of companies that have
ensured their supply chains are slavery-free and would move corporations forward towards ethical
sourcing. Additionally, small alterations in the business tax regime could deliver significant support to
actively responsible companies. An important feature of this legislation is that it is not punitive. There
is no requirement that companies actively work to reduce the presence of slavery in their supply
chain, only that they report what actions they are taking to do so. This means that the consumers and
wider market have better information upon which to make purchasing and business decisions. It
brings a positive rather than a negative pressure upon companies23.
At the same time, the EU should invite civil society groups to engage with companies, help identify
slavery in their supply and sub-contracting chains, and carry out independent third-party reviews of
company programmes. It could also bring together everyone who benefits from a commodity or
product to clean up its product-chain, along the lines of the International Cocoa Initiative (ICI) - an
alliance between the chocolate industry, human rights groups, farmer cooperatives, and consumers,
that pledges they will work together to remove child labour and slave labour from the product chain.
Working together, the chocolate industry has provided more than €10 million to stop slavery where it
occurs on the farms of West Africa. Much more work remains, but the ICI has proven that region-wide
anti-slavery work is possible, and provides a model upon which the EU could improve. A second
example of anti-slavery business practise is the Rugmark Foundation (now known as GoodWeave), an
international charity established in 1994 that inspects and licenses carpet looms in South Asia. Since
1995, Rugmark/GoodWeave has certified millions of carpets as slave-free. These models need to be
fostered and extended to other industries whose products are tainted with slavery. Governments can
act as matchmakers between competing companies and the anti-slavery movement in this process,
and should actively bring together stakeholders. The EU might also consider collaborating with,
supporting or highlighting the work of the IOM campaign Buy Responsibly24.
Additionally, the EU could encourage Member States to pass labour laws making companies that rely
on sub-contracted labour responsible for protecting those workers. Some employers indirectly
'purchase' trafficked workers by obtaining labour through sub-contractors. Since the trafficked
workers are employed on the premises of the contracting business, policy makers should make the
sub-contracting of trafficked workers a violation. A potential fine or other punishment would make
contracting businesses more careful about the workers they use. The new European Business
Coalition should be extended to small sub-contractors for large conglomerates in branches where the
informal economy plays a role (for example, construction). As well, the EU could encourage Member
States to provide more incentives to companies for hiring former slaves in order to reduce the risk of
re-enslavement (without violating privacy by asking them to reveal their experience to an
employer)25.
At a higher level the issue of slavery in the supply chain can and should be dealt with in the
governance of international trade. At the most basic level, and perfectly permissible within the trade
regulations of World Trade Organization (WTO), is the simple prohibition that no slave-made goods or
commodities can be imported into the EU. Such a law is important as a foundation, though it can be
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very diffficult to enfo
orce and - in spite of itts simplicity and clear in
ntent - will aalso open political
p
and
diplomaatic issues. These
T
issues are most d
difficult when imports come from m
major tradin
ng partners,
rather ssmall nation
ns with sma
aller exportss. For exam
mple, in 2011 EU parliaamentarians rejected a
Partnersship and Coo
operation Agreement th
hat would have
h
included trade in ccotton with Uzbekistan.
U
Given th
he well-docu
umented state participattion in force
ed labour in the
t annual ccotton harve
est, this was
a reason
nable step to take. It raises, howeveer, three furrther issues that need tto be consid
dered when
policy m
making aroun
nd external relations
r
and
d slavery. Th
he first issue is a conside ration of the
e impact on
the inno
ocent partie
es, the citize
ens of Uzbeekistan who
o are being forced intoo labour byy their own
governm
ment. Given that cotton
n in the maj or export off that counttry, what haardships will its citizens
face if ecconomic downturn follo
ows what is essentially a boycott of Uzbek cottoon? The seco
ond issue is
whetherr a simple denial of trade is a sufficientlyy enlightene
ed approacch to slave labour in
commod
dities. If the
e EU ends the importtation of Uzzbek cotton
n, other couuntries will not be so
scrupulo
ous, and the forced labour will conti nue unabate
ed. The quesstion must b
be asked by responsible
r
parties ((including Eu
uropean businesses and
d governme
ents) of how this instancce of forced labour can
be brought to an en
nd. It is wortth noting th
hat in all cou
untries that have made a transition away from
promoting change
c
was mechanizattion of the harvest.
h
It is
forced laabour in cottton, the keyy factor in p
further w
worth notin
ng that Euro
opean indusstry produce
es such equipment andd that a policy of trade
credits aand technolo
ogy assistance might pro
oduce larger, more hum
mane, and m ore long-lassting results
than cesssation of traade. The thirrd question tthat must be
e faced is how to deal wiith much larrger trading
partnerss. There is slaave labour, for
f examplee, in agricultu
ural goods produced
p
in the United States, and
there arre prison facctories in China in whicch inmate-w
workers have not had tthe benefit of the due
process of law. The EU’s extern
nal policy wiill need to address the question
q
of slavery as itt applies to
wo major trad
ding partnerrs.
these tw
This queestion leads back to a re
ecommendeed starting point:
p
the proposed bussiness transp
parency law
that requires only th
hat businesses report wh
hat actions they
t
are taking to determ
mine if and how
h slavery
within their supply chain. The imp ortance of this law is that it invoolves all stakkeholders exists w
consumers as well as businessses, govern ments and trade assocciations. By having no immediate
mes such as
penaltiees it accentuaates the positive values of participattion. Supply chains are loong and crim
slavery can be well hidden. No single an
nd simple acction will ad
ddress this problem, only
o
a wellthoughtt-out and lon
ng-term strategy.

6

FURTH
HER REC
COMMEN
NDATIONS FOR THE EU
U AND EP IN
COMB
BATING CONTEMP
C
PORARY SLAVERY
S

6.1.

Nationa
al Anti-Slavery Plans

6.1.1

The role
e of national governmen
nts in the eraadication of slavery is cruucial. No socciety likes to
admit th
hat slaves liv
ve within its b
borders. Nations display split person alities when it comes to
slavery: denouncing
g it to the wo
orld, unable to
t look it in the
t face at h ome. But the
e EU should
ember Statee to produce a unique na
ational plan ffor slavery’s eradication.
e
encouraage every Me
These responses
r
will
w have man
ny common
n elements, but the preccise mix will vary from
countryy to country. Some natio
ons will have
e the resourcces to eradiccate slavery very
v
quickly
but an extreme sho
ortage of po
olitical will. Poorer
P
countries may haave the bestt will in the
world, but
b not eno
ough moneyy to take on the slaveho
olders. Brazil’’s national plan
p
for the
eradicattion of slavery is an exam
mple of a coo
ordinated ap
pproach thatt is having good results.
In its exxternal policcy, the EU caan promote the adoptio
on of nationnal anti-slave
ery plans to
non-me
ember statess.
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6.1.2

As The EU Strategy provides fo
or National Rapporteurs
R
, governmennts could produce this
nationaal plan by bringing toget her all relevaant existing government
g
t agencies an
nd charging
the Rapporteur with
w
coordin
nating their efforts, acttively involvving local anti-slavery
organizzations, and leading thee developme
ent of a plan
n outlining eeverything that
t
will be
required
d (including what help w
will be neede
ed from other countries and groupss) to stop all
forms of
o slavery. Having
H
a naational plan
n will help focus agenccies’ efforts and gives
constitu
uents a way to
t hold theirr governmen
nt accountab
ble.

6.1.3

These national
n
plans of action sh
hould includ
de provisionss on monitorring and eva
aluation. It is
an unfo
ortunate truth that a goo
od deal of the
e scant resou
urces made aavailable to anti-slavery
work is spent witho
out pre-and post-testing
g or evaluatio
ons of effecttiveness, parrticularly by
ness raising' projects.
p
'awaren

6.1.4

If counttries need ad
dvice, that sh
hould be maade available
e: the EU shoould offer be
est practices
and con
ntact informa
ation of local and internaational NGOss, and continnue hosting meetings
m
of
the Info
ormal EU Nettwork of Natiional Rapporrteurs or Equ
uivalent Mecchanisms.

6.1.5

High up
p on each co
ountry’s ant i-slavery plan should be
e supportingg the formattion of local
taskforcces, which arre more effeective than national
n
task
kforces. A cityy-wide taskfforce would
include city governm
ment departtments, civil society orga
anisations, laaw enforcem
ment, service
ers, memberrs of the lo
ocal press, medical
m
perssonnel, andd potentiallyy interested
provide
groups like local churches. The taskforce can then train and plan foor trafficking and slavery
a
and
a resolving
g areas of potential
p
ove
erlap or confflict, and en
nsuring that
cases, addressing
open lin
nes of comm
munication eexist. Such taaskforces smooth the moovement of survivors to
appropriate service
e providers, increase the
e viability off prosecutionns, and increase public
awareness and vigilance. They ccould be maandated by laws within tthe Memberr States and
f
federall agencies. In
n its external policy, the EU can encourage and
supportted directly from
even fund local taskkforces in non-member states.
s

6.1.6

plans, the EU should encourage
nd implemeent these anti-slavery
a
As theyy design an
governm
ments to sto
op looking fo
or quick-fixes. Every gove
ernment offificial should understand
that slaavery’s eradication is mu
ulti-dimensio
onal. Slavery
y is a legal p
ut also, to a
problem bu
greater or lesser exttent in everyy country, a problem of economic deevelopmentt, migration,
on. Slavery also
a generate
es health andd social prob
blems. Each
gender,, prejudice and corruptio
one of these
t
catego
ories has maany sub-partts, particularly in an issuue as large as economic
develop
pment. Politiicians in man
ny countriess have becom
me aware off one facet of
o slavery or
trafficking and then
n rushed neew laws or regulations into place. Whether a well-meant
o just wind
dow-dressing
g, the result was a sen
nse of frustrration when
n the larger
action or
problem
m continued to grow. There is no quiick fix for slavery, not raidding brothels or buying
people out of slaverry.

6.2.

Researcch and Inforrmation Shaaring

6.2.1

First on
n every coun
ntry’s anti-slaavery plan should
s
be the gatheringg and centrralization of
informaation. Measurement of sl avery is veryy difficult beccause of thee often hidde
en nature of
the crim
me, but it is critical to cen
ntralize everyy scrap of infformation avvailable in order to build
benchm
marks of mea
asurement an
nd see if pro
ogress is occu
urring. In moost Member States
S
there
is a gap
p in centralised informaation gathering and rese
earch at thee national le
evel. All the
possible
e players - elected
e
repreesentatives, government
g
t officials, NG
GOs, law enfforcement need to
o agree wha
at benchmarks they will use to me
easure how well they are doing in
eradicatting slavery.. The Nation
nal Rapporte
eur could faccilitate domeestic data collection or
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such an
n initiative co
ould also be taken on byy a non-gove
ernmental aggency with government
g
resources.
6.2.2

The EU should help
p unify data ccollection accross Membe
er States andd then use itts website26
o reflect a traafficking and
d slavery focu
us), to makee the results available as
(ideally renamed to
c
society
part of the websitte’s enhanceed role as an EU-wide networkingg tool for civil
haring inform
mation and supporting
organisations and service provviders - a syystem for sh
h. The website should bee a central cle
earing house
e, featuring tthe national anti-slavery
research
plans; data
d
on the scope and types of slavery and tra
afficking in ddifferent countries and
regions; known traffficking routtes; the resu
ults of indep
pendent evaaluations of anti-slavery
projectss; best pracctise documeents and trraining mate
erials; forum
ms for people to share
lessons learned; dettails of interrnational con
nventions, so
oft laws andd national law
ws; and the
his would help
h
reduce overlap of effort. The
annual Anti-Slaveryy Reports (ssee 6.2.f). Th
e should alsso feature d
data and infformation on antislaverry efforts fro
om non-EU
website
countrie
es, so that information sh
haring exten
nds beyond the EU’s bordders.

6.2.3

The EU Strategy
S
notes that it will include infformation on
n the websitte about antti-trafficking
projectss funded by the
t EU, but w
we recomme
end that the website inclludes inform
mation on all
anti-traffficking and anti-slavery projects within the EU, whether
w
EU-ffunded or no
ot.

6.2.4

To beg
gin raising awareness
a
aabout supply chains, the website could link to Slavery
27
Footprin
nt , which has been visited by millions of people andd helps dettermine an
individu
ual’s contribu
ution to slaveery.

6.2.5

Not all Member Sta
ates have a hotline listed at the rele
evant page oof the web
bsite, and of
hat do, some
e are not ded
dicated traffficking/slavery hotlines, b
but general hotlines for
those th
children
n, vice, migrrants, social services, ge
eneral crime
e, general vi olence. The EU should
further encourage Member
M
Stattes to set up
p slavery hotlines, pointinng to the succcess of the
US hotline28. In add
dition, Googlle is supportting the exte
ension of hootlines globa
ally and has
launche
ed a test hotlline in the Czzech Republiic. This initiattive should b
be followed.

6.2.6

One surre way to de
etermine thee success or failure of the
e current waar on slaveryy is through
an independent, strructured pro
ogram of monitoring and
d regular evaaluation. The EU Strategy
hat the Com
mmission willl report everry two years on the proggress of EU countries
c
in
notes th
fighting
g human tra
afficking. Thiis report (w
which should
d be about ttrafficking and
a slavery)
should be annual, perhaps
p
timeed to coincid
de with the annual
a
releasse of the Glo
obal Slavery
T
in Persons repo
ort, in order to better gaalvanize Mem
mber States
Index and the US Trafficking
T annual EU Anti-Slavvery Report should
s
incorrporate natio
onal reports
into takking action. This
by inde
ependent examiners (NG
GO representatives, acad
demics, mem
mbers of the
e Council of
Europe''s (CoE) Grou
up of Expertss on Action against
a
Trafficking in Hum
man Beings [GRETA]), in
consultaation with the Nationaal Rapporteurs, rather than by thhe Rapporte
eurs’ offices
themselves. It shou
uld incorporaate the findings of the slavery insp
pectorates (see 6.5), the
ns (see secttion 5), and updates to the list of slave-made
measures taken byy corporation
(
6.4.d). The EU ATC ccould collabo
orate with th
he CoE to inccorporate the reports of
goods (see
GRETA. The Anti-S
Slavery Rep
port should include an assessmeent of the EU’s own
program
mmes, produ
uced throug
gh contract to
t an indepe
endent acaddemic institu
ute. It might
want to
o draw from the
t Global Sllavery Index (see section 3), the first ttruly global index
i
of the

26

http://ecc.europa.eu/an
nti-trafficking/ (retrieved
(
on 3 rd December 20
013)
http://sllaveryfootprintt.org/ (retrieved
d on 3rd Decem
mber 2013)
28
http://w
www.polarispro
oject.org/what--we-do/nationaal-human-traffiicking-hotline/contact (retrievved on 3rd Dece
ember 2013)
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size and
d nature of contempora
c
ry slavery. Itt should include informaation on how
w countries’
human rights strate
egies are app
plied to anti-slavery work
k. Here it couuld draw aga
ain from the
Global Slavery
S
Indexx, which has a section on
n governmen
nt responsess to slavery, and
a address
human rights policie
es in those ccountries.
6.3.

Ratifyin
ng Legislatio
on

6.3.1

Only sixx of the EU's 27 memberrs had ratifie
ed The Directiive by the deeadline of April 6, 2013.
The EU must continue to urg
ge the remaaining counttries to imp
plement the legislation,
recognising that it cannot imp
plement an effective
e
extternal policyy until its ow
wn member
h
agreed to
t anti-slavery action.
states have

6.3.2

Membe
er States sho
ould ratify th
he Palermo Protocol,
P
the
e Council of Europe Convention On
Action Against
A
Traffficking in Hu
uman Being
gs, the UN Convention oof the Protecction of the
Rights of
o All Migrant Workers an
nd their Fam
milies and the
e ILO’s Conveention 189 on
o Domestic
Work.

6.4.

EU Trad
de and Econ
nomic Growtth

6.4.1

In addition to worrking with b
businesses, as part of its external policy the EU should
c
tha
at prohibit thhe circulatio
on of goods
negotiaate trade agrreements wiith non-EU countries
produce
ed using slav
ve labour.

6.4.2

As anotther part of itts external p olicy, the EU
U should passs and enforce
ce a law that slave-made
goods may
m not be imported intto, exported out of or traded within tthe EU. Slave
ery is itself a
drag on
n both trade and nationaal economies, so its erad
dication shouuld be a key element of
trade law.

6.4.3

hould encourage the WT
TO to insert a recognitioon of slaveryy and its jus
A Member State sh
A
XX(b)) of the GAT
TT agreemen
nt that set uup the WTO. This article
cogens status into Article
n the disputted measure is 'necessarry for the prrotection of
permitss trade restriictions when
human health.' Alte
ernatively a Member State could ta
ake a case too the WTO that would
n a ruling tha
at slavery is a threat to he
ealth.
result in

6.4.4

The EU should deve
elop and pu
ublish an ann
nual country
y-specific listt of goods produced by
forced labour in no
on-EU counttries, and sp
pecify that the
t problem
m must be significantly
s
reduced
d (if not elim
minated) for it to be rem
moved from
m the list. A useful mode
el is the US
Departm
ment of Labo
or’s List of Gooods Produceed by Child La
abor or Forced
ed Labor. If go
overnments
do not respond - fo
or example b
by implemen
nting a syste
em of inspecctions and protections s
reducce import qu
uotas from th
hose countrie
es.
the EU should

6.4.5

Custom
ms Enforcement agenciees should be
b charged with stopp ing slave-m
made goods
flowing into the EU and given ag
gents to iden
ntify these goods. Europ
pean inspectiions around
endang
gered speciess have shown
n that this caan be successsful.

6.4.6

To enco
ourage EU and
a non-EU countries to
o combat sla
avery, we reecommend that
t
the EU
disseminate information aboutt the possibilities for eco
onomic grow
wth that end
ding slavery
brings. When
W
people are free, th
hey create a freedom div
vidend: entiree communitties prosper.
Free pe
eople buy food,
f
clothing, education, medicin
ne. Local ecconomies th
hrive when
formerlyy enslaved people
p
start ttheir own bu
usinesses. Fre
eed slaves inncrease both production
and con
nsumption; they are a ssource of ecconomic gro
owth for couuntries strug
ggling with
recessio
on. Basic economic
e
d
developmentt comes frrom anti-slaavery meassures, and,
converssely, anti-slav
very successs brings economic development. In other word
ds, we don’t
25
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just nee
ed to comb
bat poverty to end slavvery; we nee
ed to combaat slavery to
o help end
povertyy29.
6.5.

Slavery
y Inspectora
ates

6.5.1

Governments must enforce theiir own anti-sslavery laws. To make thiss happen ev
very country
u
that they mu
ust take actio
on or face serrious pressurre. Either in conjunction
c
has to understand
with orr instead off the UN Sllavery Inspe
ectors propo
osed in secttion 4, the EU should
encouraage EU and non-EU cou
untries to esttablish Slave
ery Inspectorrates, and le
ead the way
within Europe as an examp
ple for non--EU countries, perhapss making the
t
Slavery
Inspecto
orates part of
o existing n ational Labo
our Inspectorate systemss and suppo
orted by the
Europeaan Agency for
f Safety an
nd Health att Work (EU-O
OSHA), aimeed at the ind
dustries and
econom
mic sectors that are mosst likely to use
u slaves. An
A inspectionn process would
w
locate
slaves and
a deter 'em
mployers' fro
om their use. The inspectors would heelp provide data for the
annual list of slave--made good
ds (see 6.4.d). This would
d replace thhe EU Strateg
gy’s plan to
n with labou
ur, social, health and saffety inspecto
ors,' though
merely 'strengthen cooperation
nspectorate systems.
could build on existing labour in

6.5.2

The verrdict of the Slavery
S
Inspeectorates sho
ould be lega
ally recognissed by goverrnments, so
that - in
i addition to prosecuttion for the
e individualss who engaaged in traffficking and
enslave
ement - business entitiees will have
e their licensse to trade taken awayy and their
propertty seized unttil they ceasee using slave
e labour. Private banks shhould be enccouraged to
refuse them credit until
u
slavery is removed. A useful mo
odel for this ''dirty list' is Brazil’s
B
'Lista
30
Suja do Trabalho Escravo' .

6.5.3

To aid the Slaveryy Inspectorates, the EU might con
nsider harneessing Aerocceptor31, an
internattional research project co-funded by the EC, to create aanti-slavery drones for
collectin
ng informattion on slaavery in EU
U farms, mines, and oother potential site of
enslave
ement, after consultation
c
on relevant privacy issues.

6.6.

Law Enforcement and
a Training
g

6.6.1

As part of both inte
ernal and exxternal policyy, the EU sho
ould help EU
U and non-EU countries
e better training for law eenforcementt. Though law
ws against slaavery exist, they
t
are not
provide
enforce
ed, in part be
ecause only tthe smallestt fraction of police, in alm
most every country,
c
has
been trrained to ide
entify slaveryy. Every police officer needs basic ttraining on slavery and
trafficking and how
w to recognizze the warning signs of a slavery or trafficking case. The EU
should help produce, translatee and dissem
minate training materialls for law enforcement
nel. These materials
m
sho
ould emphaasize the lin
nks betweenn trafficking and other
personn
crimes, pointing outt which crim
mes may be sttrong indicattors of the prresence of trrafficking.

6.6.2

ho are likely
EU and non-EU Training guides should also be planned for other inndividuals wh
act with slavves: nurses and other medical
m
stafff, public he
ealth, utility,
to come into conta
on officials, social workkers, public
restauraant and public facility inspectors, immigratio
lawyerss, coroners and medical examiners, neighbourhood watch sschemes, tra
ansit police.
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See Rob
bert B. Smith, 'G
Global Human Development:: Accounting fo
or its Regional Disparities,' Quuality & Quantity 43.1 (2009):
1-34, and Bales and Dattta, 'Slavery is Ba
ad for Business,,' Brown Journa
al of World Affaiirs, June 2013.
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Here the EU might want
w
to collaaborate with
h the IOM on an EU-spec ific handboo
ok based on
the exissting IOM Handbook on D
Direct Assistaance for Victtims of Trafficcking32.
6.6.3

Law enfforcement agencies at aall levels shou
uld build a response prootocol with local service
provide
ers that will ensure victim
ms receive safe
s
and seccure housingg and care im
mmediately
upon th
heir release.. This will im
mprove the
eir ability to act as witnnesses, thuss increasing
successful prosecutions.

6.6.4

Whenevver possible local NGOs and service providers sh
hould be inccluded in the liberation
processs in order to provide imm
mediate assistance to vicctims, thus leessening the
e task faced
by law enforcement
e
t.

6.6.5

Even with
w
police training, Easttern Europe
ean governm
ments especcially will facce a tough
struggle
e with the co
orruption th
hat feeds on and fuels sla
avery. The EU
U should ask the UN to
produce
e a version of
o its UN Anti--Corruption Toolkit
T
aimed
d at slavery aand collabora
ate with the
UN on anti-corruptio
a
on initiativess.

6.7.

Migran
nt Labour

6.7.1

Slavery should be systematically included in relevant political dialoogues on mig
gration and
EU countries..
mobilityy with non-E

6.7.2

The EU needs to be
egin a system
matic regulattion of labou
ur recruitme nt agencies and, within
its exterrnal policy, the
t EU shoulld establish a system of labour
l
attac hés from countries that
send migrant
m
workkers (e.g. In donesia, Ne
epal, Ethiopia and the Philippines) and those
countrie
es that are known
k
to haave a significcant numberr of their citiizens traffickked into the
EU (e.g.. Nigeria, China, Paraguaay, Dominicaan Republic).. These attacchés would be
b based in
the EU destination
n country an
nd would assist
a
and su
upport theirr workers. They
T
would
disseminate clear in
nformation (aabout rights and where to
t go for hel p) to low-wa
age workers
g in the EU (p
particularly do
arriving
omestic worrkers).

6.7.3

Membe
er States sho
ould adopt g
gender-sensitive migratio
on policies tto protect women
w
who
migrate
e to be emp
ployed as d
domestic an
nd guest wo
orkers in low
w-wage industries. For
example, the EU might amend the requirements for fe
emale holderrs of certain visas to be
ployers. At p
present, coun
ntries require
e immigrantt domestic workers
w
who
able to change emp
ork visas to remain witth their orig
ginal employ
yer or face rremoval, ma
aking them
hold wo
especially vulnerablle to exploitaation.

6.7.4

Membe
er States sho
ould amend provisions of
o diplomaticc immunity to foreign government
g
employyees to make
e them liablee for prosecu
ution when they have enngaged in forced labour
or trafficcking.

6.8.

Commu
unity-Based
d Action and
d Networks

6.8.1

Rescuin
ng individuall slaves can leave the slaave-based businesses inttact, but wh
hen a whole
commu
unity drives out
o the slavee-takers and slave-holders, freedom is locked in place. In its
external policy of funding an
nti-slavery efforts,
e
the EU should support and scale up
nity-based ssolutions, be
ecause the best
b
and m ost viable solutions
s
to
successful commun
eated within
n the comm
munities where slavery is being exxperienced.
slavery will be cre

32

http://p
publications.iom
m.int/bookstore/index.php?m
main_page=pro
oduct_info&cPa
ath=19&produucts_id=116 (re
etrieved on 3rd
December 2013)
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Outside
ers can share
e ideas and reesources, bu
ut the actual solutions haave to be ow
wned by the
people fighting for freedom.
f
6.8.2

nity-based prrojects aroun
nd the world
d, the EU shoould accept the
t need for
In fundiing commun
flexibilitty. For exam
mple, it may be that six months into
o a healthcaare project, anti-slavery
workerss realise thatt it is going tto take micro
o-credit to end
e slavery. TThe funder needs
n
to be
flexible enough to allow
a
a shift iin focus.

6.8.3

To build
d organisatio
ons and coalitions that will
w have a wider impact, aanti-slavery groups and
their funders/suppo
orters (includ
ding the EU)) have to be
e always thinnking about incubating
plying them. Once a successful comm
munity-based
d strategy is
new strategies and then multip
he world like
e an 'open-soource' progrramme. The
tested, it should be proactively offered to th
bsite33 could host
h these id
deas.
EU web

6.9.

Rehabilitation

6.9.1

Membe
er States shou
uld enact a sstatutory policy of non-prosecution oof victims of slavery.
s

6.9.2

In addittion to decriminalizing tthe victims of
o slavery and traffickingg, governments need to
provide
e for their reh
habilitation. W
When slavess are freed but given no support to rebuild their
lives, so
ome slide back into slaavery. The EU should em
mphasize too both EU and
a non-EU
countrie
es that it is the
t role of go
overnment to
t help prov
vide physical security, ba
asic material
assistan
nce, medicall care, legall assistance, counselling
g and inform
mation to survivors
s
of
slavery, taking into account
a
the special need
ds of children
n.

6.9.3

Some Member
M
States have a reeflection period but it is often too shhort. A reflecction period
hs, especially if this tim
cannot be three or
o six month
me also inccludes decission-making
ning status. Trafficking aand slavery are traumatizing crimess that on average need
concern
two to three
t
years of
o recovery p
post-victimissation. In add
dition, manyy countries have
h
loaded
the refle
ection perio
od with bureeaucratic req
quirements that
t
a survivvor must go through to
get ressidence, pro
otection or non-deportaation. This means veryy little time for actual
reflectio
on. The EU sh
hould ask Member State
es to extend the reflectioon period and plan for a
period of
o therapy an
nd healing.

6.9.4

Protoco
ols for workin
ng with survvivors of slave
ery should be
b specificallyy designed so
s that they
can be shared
s
acrosss agencies aand in the wider field (e.g
g. client intakke forms, me
ental health
assessm
ment instrum
ments, and co
omputerized
d case summ
maries). Heree the EU mig
ght want to
collaborate with the IOM on an
n EU-specificc version of its handboook Caring fo
or Trafficked
34
f Health Pro
oviders .
Personss: Guidance for

6.9.5

Aftercarre providers need agreed
d and monito
ored minimu
um standardds of care pro
ovision.

6.10.

The Ne
eeds of Traffficked and EEnslaved Ch
hildren

6.10.1

It is an unfortunate fact that ch
hildren are often
o
missed when adultt victims are found. The
uld emphasiise to EU and
d non-EU co
ountries thatt child proteection officerrs, teachers,
EU shou
and pae
ediatric nursses should haave training in the identtification of ttrafficked an
nd enslaved
children
n. Social workers and oth
hers who work with runaway and misssing childre
en also need
training
g and coordination in orrder to identtify trafficked
d children. PPolice and so
ocial service
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http://ecc.europa.eu/an
nti-trafficking/ (retrieved
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on 3 rd December 20
013)
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teams that investiga
ate child abu
use should be
b trained in order to reccognise child
d trafficking
and ensslavement.
6.10.2

Multi-ag
gency teamss to identifyy child trafficcking victimss should be established
d at airports
and oth
her transit te
erminals, esp
pecially those
e serving known origin ccountries for trafficking
into the
e EU.

6.10.3

Education on the risks
r
of traffficking shou
uld be includ
ded in schoool curricula,, as well as
resources helping te
eachers to reecognise indicators of tra
afficking.

6.11.

Public Awareness
A
Campaigns
C

6.11.1

The EU Strategy obsserves that tthe Commission will dev
velop gendeer-sensitive information
i
gns with the Member States and EU-wide aw
wareness-raissing activitie
es targeting
campaig
specific vulnerable groups.
g
This is a good plan, because many peoplle are enslav
ved through
ers' hold outt the chance
e of a good job to the eeconomicallyy desperate
deception. 'Recruite
o take contrrol of their liives. Againstt this decepttion a little information
i
just long enough to
b awareneess campaig
gns have been piecemeeal. In Europ
pe, teachers
goes a long way, but
eer to work in
i the develo
oping world
d, but how many
m
are traained to teacch the skills
volunte
needed
d to help someone
s
keeep their freedom? Great sums are spent developing
educational campaigns againstt teen pregn
nancy or dru
ug use, but w
who measurres the best
way to educate aga
ainst slaveryy? The EU sh
hould confro
ont slavery i n both EU and
a non-EU
es with awarreness camp
paigns reflectting local culltures and inn appropriate
e languages
countrie
(producced in conju
unction with governmen
nts and anti--slavery orgaanisations) in the same
way thaat they would
d confront a public healtth crisis. Awa
areness cam paigns could
d also make
migrantts more aware of their rig
ghts in the co
ountries of destination
d
aand where th
hey can turn
to for asssistance.

6.11.2

The EU should also assess the sccale and pen
netration of the
t awareneess campaign
ns it already
supportts, e.g. how does the scaale of these awareness efforts
e
relatee to the need
d to spread
awareness? Would key target p
populations in
i key counttries and reggions have come
c
across
m
What
W
can bee learned from other awareness
a
ccampaigns focused
f
on
these messages?
behavio
oural change
e (e.g. HIV/AI DS)?

6.11.3

The EU
U should red
design its o
own visual culture
c
with
h an awarenness of the historically
importaant but fraug
ght role of im
magery in past and prese
ent anti-slaveery campaigns. As it has
develop
ped over th
he past decaade, much anti-slavery visual cultuure has rein
nforced the
paternaalism that marked
m
the visual culture of the 18th- and 199tth-century35 abolitionist
movem
ment. With so
ome except ions, this is a visual culture that m
minimises sla
ave agency,
includin
ng via the most common
n trope in to
oday’s anti-sllavery visuall culture, the
e supplicant
slave. Th
his has its orrigins in an in
nfluential 18
8th-and 19th-ccentury icon approved by
b members
of Britaiin’s Society for
f Effecting the Abolitio
on of the Slave Trade andd widely use
ed in Britain
and the
e US on broa
adsides, pam
mphlet frontisspieces, med
dallions and decorative objects.
o
The
kneeling
g, pleading figure
f
asks h
humbly for pity and compassion, sufffers passivelyy and poses
no threaat through re
ebellion or reesistance. Th
he image inv
vites not soliddarity with th
he enslaved
but patternalistic association wiith the moraally righteous abolitionissts who will answer the
helplesss captive’s question ('Am
m I Not a Man
n and a Broth
her?') by releeasing his chains. Today,
the pleaading slave has
h somehow
w become th
he unofficial logo for conntemporary anti-slavery.
a
Supplicant hands arre raised agaain in update
ed form, repe
eating the m
message of passivity and

35

http://w
www.loc.gov/piictures/item/20
008661312/ (reetrieved on 4th December
D
2013
3)
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gratitud
de. The visua
al culture of tthe EU36 and UN37 has this same supp
plicant slave. There have
been a few exceptio
ons to this reevival of abo
olitionist patternalism in ccontempora
ary imagery.
38
Though
h ASI uses a raised
r
arm fo
or its logo , this
t slave firm
mly grasps thhe key to hiss or her own
freedom
m and raises an arm in viictory rather than suppliccation. The w
woman in th
he sculpture
used byy Free the Sla
aves as its 'Frreedom Awaard' logo and
d trophy39 haas the outstrretched arm
of a daancer, not a supplicant slave. We recommend that that thhe EU adop
pts a similar
ure: emphassize slave ag
strategyy in its own
n visual cultu
gency, not p
passive help
plessness. It
t
should learn lesson
ns from the 118th- and 19th
-century an
nti-slavery m
movement’s failures
f
and
successes, and refuse to replicaate the dynaamic of victim
mhood. Heree it could ta
ake the lead
and inffluence the visual culture of other bodies (inccluding the UN and the
e U.S. State
Departm
ment).
6.11.4

The EU could also consider u sing imagerry by slavess themselvess. Recently, artists and
oVoice have
activistss have begun to emphassise self-reprresentation. World Visionn and Photo
sponsorred photo-advocacy wo
orkshops for street children in Pakisstan, Lebano
on, Armenia
and Rom
mania. A 201
10 exhibit byy photograp
pher and artiist Kay Chernnush called Bought and
Sold consisted of im
mages that she made after
a
meeting with form
mer slaves to
o hear their
w runs ArrtWorks for Freedom,
F
calls her canva
vasses 're-ima
agings' and
stories. Chernush, who
hem on the slave narrat ives she heaard. The EU could
c
incorp
porate this kind of slave
bases th
self-representation into its visuaal culture - th
he imagery in
n its reports, campaigns, websites40.

6.12.

The Sla
avery Lens

6.12.1

What many
m
of our suggestions
s
point to is th
he EU’s need
d for a slavery
ry lens in its internal and
external policy: a systematic deploymen
nt of existing instrum
ments of de
evelopment,
trade, networks and
d diplomacy against slave
ery. Anti-slav
very should b
be a lens in internal and
external policy in the
t way thaat gender has become a lens for aassessing de
evelopment
program
ms over rece
ent decades. The EU shou
uld consider external po licies on deb
bt relief, law
enforce
ement and military
m
coop
peration thro
ough the lens of slavery. The 'EU Ann
nual Report
on Hum
man Rights and
a Democrracy in the World'
W
should include m
more materia
al - ideally a
whole section
s
- on slavery.
s
The new Europe
ean Endowm
ment for Dem
mocracy shou
uld factor in
slavery to its workk. The appoiintment of the
t first EU Special Rep
presentative
e (EUSR) for
Human Rights in July 2012 was a good step
p and the EUSR should innclude slaverry as part of
ndate. Foreig
gn aid should
d be though
ht through with
w an anti-sslavery focuss, some of it
his man
targetin
ng the unde
erlying econ
nomic despe
eration that engenders slavery. Applicants for
funding
g should ha
ave to resp
pond to the
e question of how theeir proposall addresses
enslave
ement within
n the countryy, region or community
c
that they aim
m to help. Tho
ough it may
be acce
eptable to in
ndicate thatt the projectt will not ad
ddress slaveery explicitlyy, having to
addresss this questio
on will help m
members of the
t development comm
munity start to
o engage in
a more
e systematic way. The EEAS delegations shou
uld have annti-slavery projects and
relevantt EU-finance
ed country projects shou
uld have a sla
avery lens (ee.g. projects on poverty,
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http://eec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/download.actio
on?nodePath=
=/EU+Policy/EU
U+rights+of+vicctims+of+traffficking_EN.pdf
(retrieved on 4th Decemb
ber 2013)
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http://ecc.europa.eu/an
ntitrafficking
g/download.acttion?nodePath=/Publicationss/UN_Commen
ntary_EU_Trafficking_Directivve+_2011.pdf (retrieved on
4th Decem
mber 2013)
38
http://w
www.antislaveryy.org/images/ttop/logo.gif (reetrieved on 4th December
D
2013)
39
http://w
www.freetheslaves.net/view.im
mage?Id=18288 (retrieved on 4th December 2013)
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See also
o Zoe Trodd, 'Am
m I Still Not a Man
M and a Brot her?,' Slavery & Abolition 34.2: 338-352.
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children
n or women
n at risk, edu
ucation, refu
ugees and re
eturnees, heaalth, conflictt). Very few
delegattions have explicit anti-sslavery or an
nti-trafficking
g projects (oonly the delegations to
Cambod
dia, India, Ka
azakhstan, M
Moldova, Russia, Yemen, Zambia annd the forme
er Yugoslav
Republiic of Macedo
onia). Bearin
ng in mind the
t high instances of slaavery and trrafficking in
Nepal, Pakistan,
P
Vie
etnam and U
Ukraine, it is surprising th
hat there haave been no
o EU-funded
projectss as part off those parrticular delegations. As well, Presiddents, Prime
e Ministers,
Secretary of State
e, and any other cabiinet level official
o
shouuld include slavery in
internattional visits, high-level m
meetings an
nd diplomatic efforts. Thhey need to
o be asking
their op
pposite numb
bers how theey are going to work together to endd slavery.
6.12.2

Of partticular importance are tthe funding mechanism
ms mandatedd under the
e European
Instrum
ment for De
emocracy an
nd Human Rights, and
d the Deveelopment Cooperation
C
Instrum
ment. While th
hese two insstruments fund a wide va
ariety of workk across the developing
world, itt is worth no
oting that their combine
ed annual ava
ailable fundiing, €18 billion, is larger
than the estimated sum needeed for the en
ntire global eradication
e
oof slavery41. There are a
numberr of existing areas of invvestment and grant mak
king within tthese progra
ammes that
have im
mmediate ap
pplicability to
o slavery. Slaavery’s causa
al factors of corruption and
a conflict
are both
h pervasive and
a strong in
n the develo
oping world. Vulnerable people are pushed
p
into
slavery in post-crisiss situations aand fragile sttates - which is an area off specific fun
nding under
the Devvelopment Cooperation
C
Instrument. That is just one examp
ple. Given tha
at slavery is
bad for local, region
nal and natio
onal econom
mies, that it is
i perniciouss and hidden
n in its antipment effectts, and that, o
on the otherr hand, it is re
eceptive andd capable of eradication
develop
by direcct interventio
on; funding aanti-slavery work is extre
emely produuctive in both
h outcomes
and the
e stabilizing
g of develop
ping societie
es. These re
elationships are multi-fa
aceted and
mutuallly reinforcing
g. Universal primary edu
ucation is a strong bastioon against sla
avery in the
develop
ping world, itt is also both
h a Millenniu
um Goal and a goal of EU
U developme
ent funding.
The sam
me anti-slave
ery impact caan be expectted of support given to ggovernance, democracy,
human rights and support fo
or institutio
onal reformss; trade andd regional integration;
pment through environm
mental protection and suustainable management
sustainaable develop
of naturral resourcess; sustainablee rural development and
d ensuring foood security.. Though its
funding
g is much smaller
s
than
n that of th
he Developm
ment Coopeeration Instrument, the
Europeaan Instrumen
nt for Democracy and Human Rightss (EIDHR) is m
more tightly focused on
areas th
hat have imm
mediate imp
pact on the isssue of slave
ery. At the saame time, it is
i indicative
that the
e 'Target Gro
oups' listed within the EIDHR grantt applicationn forms does not make
mention
n of trafficke
ed or enslaveed persons, with the exception of 'cchild soldierss'. Clearly, a
'slavery lens' mightt be applied
d to the funding framew
work of the EIDHR with
h significant
oth in terms of decreasin
ng the amou
unt of slaveryy within the developing
potentiaal results, bo
world and diminishing the posssibility that th
hose enslave
ed in develop
ping countrie
es might be
ed to Europe
e.
trafficke

6.12.3

OSCE in
n particular could add a slavery lens to its existing maandates: witthin border
manage
ement, border and custo
oms officials should be trained to ideentify traffickers; within
conflict prevention and resoluti on, the proccess of rehab
bilitation andd reconstructtion in postw
within
n education, OSCE's you
uth projects
conflict areas should include aanti-slavery work;
r
the prromotion rig
ghts should
should include anti--slavery awaareness; within minority rights,
ess that mino
orities are th
he most vuln
nerable to trraffickers and
d enslavers;
include an awarene
g
govern
nance, the strrategy to pre
event corrup
ption should include the corrupt law
within good

41

Bales, En
nding Slavery, 55.
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enforce
ement officia
als who enaable traffickking and sla
avery; withinn gender eq
quality, the
mechan
nisms to em
mpower wom
men should include a slavery
s
lens;; within env
vironmental
activitie
es, OSCE should recognizze the close connection
c
between
b
envvironmental destruction
and slavvery.
6.12.4

Commo
on Security and Defencce Policy (C
CSDP) missio
ons in goveernance building, crisis
manage
ement or foreign policee training should have a slavery len s too. When
n Eurocorps
particip
pates in peacekeeping miissions, its tro
oops should receive antii-slavery train
ning.

6.12.5

The EU Aid Voluntteers initiativve should in
nclude slave
ery, and voluunteers sho
ould receive
g on slavery identification
n even if their specific project is not aan anti-slave
ery one. This
training
ps in Membe
lens cou
uld apply to similar group
er States as well,
w such as the British organization
o
Volunte
eers in Servicce Overseas.

6.12.6

Slavery should also
o continue tto be a lenss for EU migration poliicy. The EP'ss 'Employer
good examp
ple of the slav
very lens in m
migration po
olicy (where
Sanctions Directive'' (2009) is a g
ed in pointss 22, 23, 27 and
a Article 9).
9 The provvision of info
ormation on
trafficking is include
U immigratio
on Portal42 is another goo
od example, as is the rev
vised Global
trafficking at the EU
bility, which includes the
e objective oof preventing
g trafficking.
Approach to Migrattion and Mob
w
area o
of migration policy and dialogue,
d
thee EU has sysstematically
In fact, across the whole
ens. This cou
uld be a mod
del for the in
nclusion of tthe slavery le
ens in other
included a slavery le
as (external trade, confliict preventio
on, humanitaarian aid, de
evelopment
external policy area
operation).
and coo

6.13.

Locatio
on of Contro
ol of Anti-Slaavery Initiattives

6.13.1

The pre
eceding list of anti-slaveery initiatives, programm
mes, areas oof focus, and
d legislation
needs to
o be coordin
nated. Most iindividual naation states currently
c
lackk a central co
oordinating
office or
o position, though
t
man
ny are comin
ng to see th
he need for such a role
e. There are
political calls in the UK for th
he appointm
ment of an Anti-Slaveryy Commissio
oner, so far
withoutt success. It is
i recommen
nded that Naational Rapp
porteurs have
ve an enlarge
ed mandate
which enables
e
them
m to coordinaate and direcct anti-slaverry efforts.

6.13.2

In this re
egard the EU
U has an advvantage. The appointmen
nt of the ATC
C was precisely the kind
of centralising of control
c
and oversight needed
n
for effective
e
acttion. We reccommend a
ment in the funding an
nd scope of the work oof ATC. Stafff should be
significaant enlargem
added to the officce of the ATTC to enable: monitoring and evaaluation of anti-slavery
ms across Member
M
States; application of the ‘slavery lenns’ to all EU overseas
program
initiatives; extension
n and manaagement of public
p
aware
eness campaaigns; the sp
pecific focus
on the safeguarding
g of children
n; testing an
nd support of
o rehabilitattive services;; support of
unity responsses and the formation of
o local task forces; desiggn and coorrdination of
commu
training
g not just forr law enforceement, but fo
or all public--facing workkers; guiding of national
anti-slavvery plans; taking
t
the leead on reseaarch and info
ormation shharing; and serving
s
as a
resource for the reffinement and
d specificatio
on of both national
n
andd EU legislation, internal
and external policy.

42

http://ecc.europa.eu/im
mmigration/ (re
etrieved on 3rd D
December 2013)
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CONCLUSION

The recent estimate of enslaved people in Europe and the number (the 'dark figure') who are not found
by governments or service providers is an indictment of our stated desire for justice and human rights.
Put simply, we are failing to find, liberate, and support hundreds of thousands of slaves who live
among us. No other group of countries on our planet is better equipped to meet the needs of trafficked
and enslaved people, yet Europe is falling behind other countries whose economies and rule of law are
not as robust, in fulfilling its statutory promise to prevent slavery. Clearly the current approach of the EU
is not working. A radical re-thinking is needed, one that rises to the size of this crisis with the same
intensity and breadth of effort and resource that would be brought to a threatening epidemic or the
outbreak of civil conflict. In comparison, the estimated human cost of slavery, the victims of this crime,
exceed the number of people living with HIV in Western and Central Europe. In 2011 the member
countries of the EU and the EC provided more than €1.9 billion to combat HIV/AIDS. We have been
unable to determine the expenditure of the member states of the EU and the EC in combatting slavery
and trafficking, but it is clear that current levels of resourcing are far from adequate.
Yet this situation can be reversed with political will and increased resources. And as more slaves are
freed, and Europe becomes slave-free and helps with its external policy the rest of the world to end
slavery too, there will be significant returns on the investment in enforcement and survivor care, both in
terms of quality of life and economic growth.
If there was ever a tipping-point where we might end slavery, it is now. Many of the great obstacles
faced by abolitionists of the past have already been removed. First, the moral argument is already won;
every country condemns slavery, and no ethnic majority or powerful religious group argues that slavery
is desirable or acceptable. Second, there is no economic argument to be won. The monetary value of
slavery in the world economy is very small and slave-based revenues flow to support not national
economies or trans-national industries, but small-scale criminal networks. The end of slavery threatens
no country’s livelihood, and the cost of ending slavery is just a fraction of the amount that freed slaves
will pump into economies. Third, there is no legal argument to be won. For the most part, the necessary
national and international laws are already on the books. Some of these laws need updating and
expanding, some need their penalties increasing, but nowhere on earth is slavery legal. Ending slavery
requires the political will to enforce laws, not campaigns to make new ones. We stand at a moment in
human history where our economies, governments, understanding, laws and moral beliefs are aligned
in a constellation that can bring slavery to an end. When the public, governments and international
organisations make it a priority, we can achieve a continent, and ultimately a world, without slavery.
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Table 1 The Dark Figure for Trafficking/Slavery in Europe (estimate of the number of slaves for each
country, the number of officially reported victims, and the estimate of the number and percentage of
unreported victims); from Monti Narayan Datta & Kevin Bales, 'Slavery in Europe: Part 1, Estimating
the Dark Figure,' Human Rights Quarterly 35.3 (2013).

Country
Albania
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Moldova
Montenegro
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Ukraine
United Kingdom

Slaves
10,800
10,683
1,069
34,144
11,715
1,357
13,952
26,727
16,112
36,603
721
684
8,532
16,439
10,570
1,400
35,816
41
331
7,964
66
34,236
2,364
2,175
612
138,161
1,402
24,731
512,566
26,170
19,720
7,181
6,116
1,183
1,030
111,064
4,413

Reported Victims
97
22
62
34
362
130
25
432
14
83
53
48
726
n/a
651
92
10
8
78
2381
8
169
n/a
993
319
278
8
1154
100
76
38
31
1605
74
46
n/a
427
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Dark Figure
10,703
10,661
1,007
34,110
11,353
1,227
13,927
26,295
16,098
36,520
668
636
7,806
n/a
9,919
1,308
35,806
33
253
5,583
n/a
34,067
n/a
1,182
293
n/a
1,394
23,577
512,466
26,094
19,682
n/a
4,511
1,109
984
n/a
3,986

Dark Figure%
99.1
99.8
94.2
99.9
96.9
90.4
99.8
98.4
99.9
99.8
92.6
93.0
91.5
n/a
93.8
93.4
100.0
80.4
76.4
70.1
n/a
99.5
n/a
54.3
47.9
n/a
99.4
95.3
100.0
99.7
99.8
n/a
73.8
93.7
95.5
n/a
90.3

